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The Puffin Book Of Modern Childrens Verse
Relates the incredible adventures of Professor William Waterman Sherman who in 1883 sets off in a balloon across the
Pacific, survives the volcanic eruption of Krakatoa, and is eventually picked up in the Atlantic.
Collection of modern English children's poetry. Suggested level: primary, intermediate.
Gargling with Jelly by Brian Patten, one of our best-loved poets. Hilarious, lyrical, outrageous and serious poems all rub
shoulders in this collection. Naughty children with nasty habits, cartoon heroes that come to life, lonely caretakers, unhappy
ghosts, fantastical creatures with crazy names, giants, goblins, vampires, mermaids ... there's never a dull moment in this
marvellously quirky and refreshing jelly pot!
A very small mouse decided it wanted to have a very big adventure. "I'll go and find the biggest creature in the world," it
thought. Along the way it meets many different animals and when at last they find the biggest creature, the little mouse feels
a great sense of achievement. 'Sheer delight' Amanda Craig, The Times 'A truly lovely book!' The Independent on Sunday
The Tales of Uncle Remus
Selected Poems
The Puffin Book of Modern Children's Verse
The Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry
Homesick
The Puffin Book of Christmas Stories is essential Christmas-time reading including classics from all eras. A
new collection of Christmas stories, from traditional to real life, humour and most importantly, plenty of the
magic of Christmas. Writers range from Charles Dickens to Gillian Cross and Malorie Blackman. Wendy
Cooling, a former teacher and Head of the Children's Book Foundation (now Book Trust), works as a freelance
book consultant, reviewer and editor. She recently put together the successful millennium collection,
CENTURIES OF STORIES. Wendy livesin Hertfordshire.
Now reissued--Dahl's tale of a sweet five-year-old little girl with extraordinary mental powers that she uses to
teach her school's evil head mistress a lesson she'll never forget.
Frightful the Falcon tells her own story since leaving her partner, Sam Gribley. With no idea how to migrate,
mate, or be a mother, will Frightful beat the odds of famine, winter, and human destruction?
Frankenstein was published in 1818, the work of a 21-year-old genius named Mary Shelley. Hundreds of
movies, adaptations, and monster masks later, its reputation remains so lively that the title has become its
own word in the English language. Victor Frankenstein, a scientist, discovers the secret of reanimating the
dead. After he rejects his hideous creation, not even the farthest poles of the earth will keep his bitter monster
from seeking an inhuman revenge. Inspired by a uniquely Romantic view of science’s possibilities, Shelley’s
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masterpiece ultimately wrestles with the hidden shadows of the human mind.
Gargling with Jelly
To Be a Slave
Frightful's Mountain
My Own Story
A Collection of Poems
From two-time Newbery award-winning author Katherine Paterson. When Lyddie and her younger brother are
hired out as servants to help pay off their family farm's debts, Lyddie is determined to find a way to reunite her
family once again. Hearing about all the money a girl can make working in the textile mills in Lowell,
Massachusetts, she makes her way there, only to find that her dreams of returning home may never come true.
Includes an all-new common core aligned educator's guide. "Rich in historical detail...a superb story of grit,
determination, and personal growth." —The Horn Book, starred review "Lyddie is full of life, full of lives, full of
reality." —The New York Times Book Review An ALA Notable Book An ALA Best Book for Young Adults A
Booklist Editor's Choice American Bookseller "Pick of the Lists" School Library Journal Best Book Parents
magazine Best Book
It all started with a scarecrow coming into the house out of the snow, bringing with him the mouse that lived
up his sleeve. But it wasn't only these two who were looking for a warm place to snuggle up!
Presents the story of Dr. Frankenstein and his obsessive experiment that leads to the creation of a monstrous
and deadly creature.
Utterly Brilliant Poetry, /i> is an amazing celebration - a wonderful collection of poems by ten outstanding
poets. There is something here for all the family to share and enjoy, time after time.There are ten sections in
the book, all illustrated in glorious full colour by a different illustrator, each as varied in their style as the
poets. And an interview with the relevant poet begins each section, so you can find out a little more about
them.The mix of vibrant colours and highly individual voices make this unique poetry collection truly and
utterly brilliant!
The Puffin Book of Modern Fairy Tales
Rabbit Hill
The Young Puffin Book of Verse
Winnie-the-Pooh
Summer of the Swans, The (Puffin Modern Classics)

The accolades speak for themselves:"Fritz draws the readers into scenes from her youth in the turbulent China of the mid-twenties. One
comes to appreciate the generous affection of her nurse/companion Lin Nai-Nai, the isolating distance in her mother's grief over losing a
second child, the dynamics of a suffering population venting its hostility on foreigners, and most of all, the loneliness of a child's exile
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from a homeland she has imagined constantly but never seen....A remarkable blend of truth and storytelling." --Booklist, starred
review"An insightful memory's-eye-view of her childhood...Young Jean is a strong character, and many of her reactions to people and
events are timeless and universal." --School Library Journal, starred review"Told with an abundance of humor--sometimes wry,
sometimes mischievous and irreverent--the story is vibrant with atmosphere, personalities, and a palpable sense of place." --The Horn
Book"Every now and then a book comes along that makes me want to send a valentine to its author. Homesick is such a book....Pungent
and delicious." --Katherine Paterson, The Washington Post
A selection of Brian Patten's best work over the last forty-five years, chosen by the poet himself. The earliest of these poems, 'Sleep Now',
was written when Patten was fifteen, the latest when he was sixty. Presented in rough chronological order, the selection includes a dozen
new poems.
Collection of young children's poetry by American and English authors.
Roger McGough and Brian Patten have selected the very best of their animal poems in order to help two loveable monsters from outer
space who visit Earth in search of a pet and need a bit of guidance...Split into sections, the monsters are introduced to animals that fly,
swim, crawl and purr by two of our greatest childrens poets. Illustrated in Guy Parker-Rees' lively and intimitable style.
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
The Cat Ate My Gymsuit
The Puffin Treasury of Modern Indian Stories
The Devil's Arithmetic
The Puffin Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry
A compilation, selected from various sources and arranged chronologically, of the reminiscences of slaves and exslaves tells about their experiences, from the leaving of Africa through the Civil War and into the early twentieth century.
A Newbery Honor Book. Reissue.
When the old king and queen are unable to find an heir to the throne, they plan an interesting competition which
absolutely anyone can enter. Imagine the surprise when a rabbit takes up the challenge!
The Puffin Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry is an amazing celebration - a wonderful collection of poems by ten outstanding
poets. There is something here for all the family to share and enjoy, time after time. There are ten sections in the book, all
illustrated in glorious full colour by a different illustrator, each as varied in their style as the poets. And an interview with
the relevant poet begins each section, so you can find out a little more about them. The mix of vibrant colours and highly
individual voices make this unique poetry collection truly and utterly brilliant! The Utterly Brilliant Poets are: Spike
Milligan; Kit Wright; Michael Rosen; Charles Causley; Roger McGough; Benjamin Zephaniah; Brian Patten; Jackie Kay;
John Agard; and Allan Ahlberg. 'Fast, funny, incongruous and gorgeously easy to digest.' Observer
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Happy 30th birthday, Please Mrs Butler! This witty collection of school poems by Allan Ahlberg, re-jacketed for its 30th
anniversary and for a whole new generation of school children to fall in love with, is full of typical classroom events that
will be recognized and enjoyed by everyone. From never-ending projects, reading tests, quarreling, making-up, excuses
and 'Please, Sir, it isn't fair.' Fritz Wegner's line drawings beautifully complement the hilarious and poignant verses.
Please Mrs Butler was voted the most important twentieth-century children's poetry book in a Books for Keeps poll.
The Twenty-one Balloons
The Adventures of Brer Rabbit
A Long Way from Chicago
The Family from One End Street
Heard it in the Playground
The author recalls his carefree life in a small midwestern town at the close of World War I, and his
adventures with his pet raccoon.
When a new family moves into the neighborhood the animals of Rabbit Hill are very curious about how
these human inhabitants will act. A Newbery Medal Winner. Reissue.
Hannah resents the traditions of her Jewish heritage until time travel places her in the middle of a
small Jewish village in Nazi-occupied Poland.
Sara's life has always flowed smoothly, like the gliding swans on the lake, until her little brother
Charlie disappears. Then Sara is forced to see her life in a whole new way.
The Monsters' Guide to Choosing a Pet
The Big Snuggle-up
Mr Majeika and the Lost Spell Book
After the First Death
Frankenstein, or, The Modern Prometheus
A retelling of the traditional African-American tales in which Brer Rabbit uses his wit, humor, and
wisdom to deal with friend and foe alike.
Sixteen-year-old Miro had instructions to kill the bus driver immediately. They would then take the
busload of children to the bridge and begin the standoff. Artkin was Miro’s mentor; the mastermind
behind this act of terrorism that would get the world’s attention. But Artkin had told Miro that the
bus driver would be an old man. Sixteen-year old Kate sometimes substituted for her uncle and drove his
bus when he was ill. She even got a special license to do so, and she’d always liked kids. She wondered
what was going on when the van in front of her stopped, but when the man and the boy with guns forced
their way onto the bus, she knew her worst nightmare was beginning.
This illustrated collection of amusing poems and songs celebrating primary school life won the Signal
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Poetry Award in 1990. Meet Billy McBone and the Mad Professor’s Daughter, be amazed by the Longest Kiss
Contest, shed a tear for the Boy Without a Name and – if you’re a stressed teacher – sing the Mrs
Butler Blues.
Impoverished Vermont farm girl Lyddie Worthen is determined to gain her independence by becoming a
factory worker in Lowell, Massachusetts, in the 1840s.
Please Mrs Butler
A Novel in Stories
My Side of the Mountain
The Puffin Book of Christmas Stories
Lyddie
The adventures of Christopher Robin and his friends, in which Pooh Bear uses a balloon to get honey, Piglet meets a Heffalump, and Eeyore
has a birthday.
There are seven children in the Ruggles family - three girls and four boys - and though they are poor, they manage to have a lot of fun. All the
Ruggles are lovable, interesting and very individual - from capable Lily Rose down to baby William.
Marcy's life is a mess. Her parents don't understand her, she feelslike a fat blimp with no friends, and her favorite teacher just got fired. Ms.
Finney wasn't like the other teachers, and she was helping Marcy feel good about being herself. Now that she's gone, Marcy doesn't know
what to do. She's always thought things would be better if she could just lose weight, but the loss of Ms. Finney sparks something inside her.
She decides to join the fight to bring back her teacher, and in doing so, she discovers that her voice might matter more than she ever
realized. With issues that still resonate strongly today and a character millions of teens have connected with, we are thrilled to celebrate the
30th anniversary of The Cat Ate My Gymsuit.
"First published in the United States of America by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1964"--Title page verso.
Or the Modern Prometheus
Puffin Book of Magic Verse
And Some of Their Adventures
Puffin Book of Modern Classic
Frankenstein

A boy recounts his annual summer trips to rural Illinois with his sister during the Great
Depression to visit their larger-than-life grandmother.
The Puffin Treasury Of Modern Indian Stories Is A Unique Collection Of Stories And
Excerpts Written By Master Storytellers. It Represents For The First Time The Richness
And Range Of Writing For Children In India During The Twentieth Century. From Ruskin
Bond&Rsquo;S Humorous &Lsquo;Snake Trouble&Rsquo; And Vikram Seth&Rsquo;S Animal Fable In
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Verse &Lsquo;The Elephant And The Tragopan&Rsquo;, To Salman Rushdie&Rsquo;S Fantasy
&Lsquo;Haroun And The Sea Of Stories&Rsquo; And Satyajit Ray&Rsquo;S Gripping Tale
&Lsquo;The Hungry Septopus&Rsquo;, This Anthology Has A Vibrant Mix Of Styles And Forms.
With Spectacular Illustrations By A Host Of The Most Talented Artists Working Today, This
Anthology Will Delight Both Children And Adults. Contributors Include: Paro Anand
Margaret Bhatty Pankaj Bisht Ruskin Bond Anita Desai Shashi Deshpande Shama Futehally
Mala Marwah Arvind Krishan Mehrotra Dhan Gopal Mukerji Meenakshi Mukherjee R.K. Narayan
Premchand Sara Rai Shanta Rameshwar Rao Hemangini Ranade Satyajit Ray Salman Rushdie
Bhisham Sahni Poile Sengupta Subhadra Sen Gupta Vikram Seth Khushwant Singh Kalpana
Swaminathan &Nbsp;
Young Sam Gribley spends a winter alone in the Catskills by living off the land.
Sam's peaceful existence in his wilderness home is disrupted when his sister runs away
and his pet falcon is confiscated by a conservation officer.
Mr Majeika
Matilda
Rascal
Can I Come Too?
On the Far Side of the Mountain
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